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ABSTRACT
In previous work, we proposed ValueCharts, a set of visual-
izations and interactive techniques to support the inspection
of linear models of preferences. We now identify the need to
consider the decision process in its entirety, and to redesign
ValueCharts in order to support all phases of preferential
choice. In this paper, we present our task-based approach
to the redesign of ValueCharts grounded in recent findings
from both Decision Analysis and Information Visualization.
We propose a set of domain-independent tasks for the de-
sign and evaluation of interactive visualizations for prefer-
ential choice. We use the resulting framework as a basis
for an analytical evaluation of ValueCharts and alternative
approaches. We conclude with a detailed discussion of the
redesign of our system based on our analysis.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces—Graphical user interfaces (GUI); I.3.6 [Computer
Graphics]: Methodologies and Techniques—Interaction Tech-
niques; H.4.8 [Information Systems Applications]: Types
of Systems—Decision Support

General Terms
Design, Human Factors

Keywords
Visualization techniques, preferential choice, task analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
In decision theory the process of selecting the best option

out of a set of alternatives is called preferential choice. Many
personal, business, and professional preferential choice deci-
sions are made everyday. Often these are complex decisions
that require consideration of multiple objectives. We seek
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the perfect win-win situation, but in most cases, this solu-
tion does not exist and we are forced to consider tradeoffs
among our objectives. For instance, consider the decisions
that may have to be made when planning a vacation. When
selecting a hotel within a specified price range, you may find
one that is situated at the ideal location but does not have
all the amenities you seek. In this case you will have to
consider the tradeoffs. People are generally not very effec-
tive at considering tradeoffs among objectives, and require
support to make this process easier [7]. Decision analysis
in the last forty years has investigated methods to support
decision-making with conflicting objectives, but the use of
tools to facilitate the learning and use of these methods are
not widespread.

According to prescriptive decision theory, effective prefer-
ential choice should include all steps of the decision-analysis
process. We identify this iterative process as three distinct
interwoven phases. First, in the model construction phase,
the decision maker (DM) builds her decision model based on
her objectives: what objectives are important to her, the de-
gree of importance of each objective, and her preferences for
each objective outcome. Secondly, in the inspection phase,
the DM analyzes her preference model as applied to a set of
alternatives. Finally, in sensitivity analysis, the DM has the
ability to answer “what if” questions, such as “if we make
a slight change in one or more aspects of the model, does
it effect the optimal decision?” [7]. In the development of a
tool for preferential choice, we argue that full support for -
and fluid interaction between - all three phases are essential
in making good decisions.

In [6] we presented ValueCharts (VC), a set of interactive
visualization techniques to support preferential choice. VC
in its original form was designed by mainly focusing on sup-
porting the model inspection phase. The design of the inter-
face relied on a rather simple task analysis exclusively based
on decision theory. In this paper, we present the second
major iteration in the development of VC, in which we have
redesigned our system by taking into account the decision
process in its entirety. We present the Preferential choice
Visualization Integrated Task model (PVIT): a much more
sophisticated compilation of domain-independent tasks than
our previous set as it considers all aspects of preferential
choice, some new ideas from decision theory, and more im-
portantly, an integration of task frameworks from the area
of Information Visualization (InfoVis).

To first illustrate the usefulness of our task model, we
performed an analytical evaluation of proposed tools and



Figure 1: The original ValueCharts and a decision model based on the hotel domain

related work. This analytical process identifies both the
strengths and weaknesses of the original VC as well as other
tools, driving the redesign of our new system that aims to
provide support for all the PVIT tasks.

In the remainder of the paper, we first briefly describe
the original idea of ValueCharts and its development since
its introduction in 2004. We then detail the more sophisti-
cated and comprehensive hierarchical task analysis that we
performed and the resulting task model. Next, we discuss
related work through a summary of the analytical evaluation
of competing tools according to our integrated task frame-
work. Finally, we introduce ValueCharts Plus and explain
the rationale behind our redesign of the interface.

2. VALUECHARTS
ValueCharts is a set of interactive visualization techniques

for preferential choice that aid in the analysis of a DM’s pref-
erence model based on the Additive Multiattribute Value
Function (AMVF) 1. The objectives in the AMVF are ar-
ranged hierarchically, and are represented at the column
headings of the VC (See Figure 1). The horizontal length of
each column indicates the relative weight assigned to each
objective. Each row represents an alternative, thus each cell
portrays an objective corresponding to an alternative. The
amount of filled color relative to cell size depicts the alter-
native’s preference value of the particular objective. The
values are then accumulated and presented in a separate
display in the form of horizontal stacked bars, displaying
the resulting score of each alternative.

Several interactive techniques are available in the current
prototype to further enable the inspection of the preference
model. For instance, sensitivity analysis of objective weight
is enabled by sliding the column headings to the desired
weight. Double-clicking on the column heading ranks the
alternatives accordingly. Center-clicking on each cell dis-
plays the corresponding domain value and range of values,
respectively.

The original ValueCharts proposal enables all tasks that
were intended to be supported. From the description it is
apparent that VC provides only limited support for pref-
erential choice when considering the decision process in its
entirety [7].

Since the introduction of ValueCharts, two studies and
preliminary evaluations were performed. The first investi-
gated how the preference model enhances a data exploration
tool by integrating ValueCharts with a dynamic query in-
terface. The second was a case study intended to observe
users working with VCs in a domain of their own interest.

1For a detailed description of AMVF and ValueCharts, see
[6]

Results of both studies indicated that although VC was very
well-received by the subjects, the fact that VC does not ef-
fectively support all the tasks involved in preferential choice
has a negative impact on the quality of the decision process
and on the users’ perception of it. These results further
support our argument and the need to take a more compre-
hensive look at all tasks that ValueCharts should support.

3. TASK ANALYSIS
In order to identify a set of domain-independent tasks

that should be supported by interactive visualizations for
preferential choice, we incorporate frameworks and task tax-
onomies from the field of InfoVis with concepts from Deci-
sion Theory.

3.1 Building the PVIT model

The process of preferential choice
In the development of our hierarchical PVIT model, we take
a top-down, task-based approach that begins with the goal
that defines preferential choice: to select the best alternative.

The general decision-analysis process is depicted in Fig-
ure 2b [7]. The main steps in the process can be identi-
fied within 3 main phases (or general higher level decision-
making tasks): construction, inspection, and sensitivity analy-
sis (Figure 2a). We take these phases to represent the first
decomposition in our task analysis (Figure 3, Level 1).

Identify the decision situation 
and understand objectives

Identify alternatives

Decompose and model 
the problem

Choose the best alternative

Sensitivity analysis

Implement chosen alternative

Is
 further analysis

needed?

construction

inspection

sensitivity

analysis

a.

b.

Figure 2: (a) Higher-level tasks that group steps
from (b) the decision analysis process



Higher-level InfoVis tasks
We take a shift in our perspective and focus on taxonomies of
tasks, both old and new, proposed in the field of Information
Visualization.

Probably the most influential task taxonomy proposed in
InfoVis is Ben Shneiderman’s proposal of a task by data
type taxonomy (TTT) [16] where the data types (1-, 2-, 3-
dimensional, temporal, multidimensional, tree and network)
are on the left side of the TTT, and are organized by the
problems users are trying to solve.

For the task domain, only a set of very abstract tasks is
described, noting that more refinements would be the next
natural steps in expanding this table. This set of tasks ex-
pands the information-seeking mantra of “Overview first,
zoom and filter, then details on demand” with three other
tasks: relate, history, and extract.

Although TTT was originally proposed as a descriptive
and explanatory taxonomy, it has been often interpreted
as a prescriptive framework. Several researchers developing
novel information visualization tools have referred to TTT
as a justification for their methodological approaches. A
literature survey of 52 citations of [16] suggest that Shnei-
derman’s information-seeking mantra should merely be used
as a guideline [8]. Thus, in the initial stage of our analysis,
we use TTT as the next abstract level after the first decom-
position based on decision theory (see Figure 3 Level 2a).

Further decomposition is guided by a very recent proposal
by Amar and Stasko [1] for a knowledge task-based frame-
work for the design and evaluation of InfoVis systems. They
note that frameworks like TTT typically center on faithful
correspondence and representation of data, but fail to fa-
cilitate higher-level analytical tasks such as decision-making
and learning. They introduce the concept of “analytical
gaps” which are the gaps between representation and analy-
sis.

To bridge these analytical gaps, the authors propose a
taxonomy of common subtasks to better support designers
and evaluators of information visualization systems. They
present higher-level knowledge tasks that visualization sys-
tems should support for complex decision-making and learn-
ing. The knowledge tasks are categorized into two major
types of gaps that need to be bridged. The Rationale gap
is the gap between perceiving a relationship and actually
being able to explain confidence in and usefulness of that
relationship. To bridge this gap the authors suggest the
following knowledge tasks: expose uncertainty (expose and
show possible effects of uncertainty in data measures and
aggregations), concretize relationships (clearly present what
comprises the representation of a relationship, present con-
crete outcomes where appropriate), and formulate cause and
effect (clarify possible sources of causation). To bridge the
Worldview gap, or the gap between what is being shown and
what actually needs to be shown to draw a conclusion, they
propose the following subtasks: determine domain parame-
ters (provide facilities for creating, acquiring and transfer-
ring knowledge about important domain parameters within
a data set), multivariate explanation (provide support for
discovery of useful correlative models and constraints) and
confirm hypothesis (provide support for the formation and
verification of hypothesis).

The integration of these knowledge tasks with TTT in
PVIT is based on the following consideration. The TTT

and knowledge task approaches characterize two different
types of visualizations. Shneiderman’s TTT can effectively
model visualizations that allow the DM to explore a set of al-
ternatives according to their attributes’ domain values (data
visualization) (e.g. [17, 19]). In contrast, Amar and Stasko’s
framework suggests that by bridging the analytical gap be-
tween the data and the representing model, a visualization
can effectively model to help the DM to examine alterna-
tives according to a model of her preferences (model visual-
ization). The suggested best solution is to have both model
and data visualization and to integrate them well [10]. We
consider this principle in our task analysis and conjoin the
TTT for data visualization with Amar and Stasko’s model
visualization framework. Since the analytical gaps repre-
sent what is needed for effectively perceiving and explaining
relationships, the juncture between the two frameworks re-
sults from expanding the relate task from [16] with the set
of knowledge tasks from [1].

The resulting tasks from this integration can then be des-
ignated as subtasks that support each of the decision-making
phases. Although relate would have to span all of construc-
tion, inspection, and sensitivity analysis, the further refined
knowledge tasks fittingly classify into each phase (Figure 3,
Level 2). These high-level visualization tasks constitute our
general framework for the design and evaluation of a visual
interface that supports preferential choice.

Applying specific tasks from decision theory
We continue our top-down approach with the next step to
apply concepts from decision theory to our high-level frame-
work. To integrate a decision-theoretic point of view at this
level of the hierarchy, we first apply the original set of tasks
proposed by Carenini and Lloyd [6].

Besides the task to provide an overview of all relevent in-
formation, the basic tasks fit as a model visualization into
the knowledge task framework. For multivariate explana-
tion, tasks to support assessment of the contribution to each
alternative’s total value of each objective, comparison of al-
ternatives with respect to objective value, inspection of the
hierarchy of objectives, and assessment of objective weight
contribution to total are applied. To concretize relation-
ships, they suggest tasks to enable comparison of alterna-
tives with respect to total value, and inspection of range and
value function. The only task that does not fall within the
inspection phase is sensitivity analysis of changing a weight,
which is used to formulate cause and effect. This set of tasks
incorporated into PVIT is represented in Figure 3, Level 3a.
This illustration apparently shows that the task analysis for
ValueCharts was limited to the inspection of the DM’s pref-
erence model with some support for sensitivity analysis.

At this stage in our analysis, it is clear that support for
preferential choice requires us to consider a larger set of basic
tasks. First, the construction of the decision model involves
the definition of the objectives, alternatives, value function,
and initial weighting. These tasks can be naturally placed
under zoom/filter and determine domain parameters. Sec-
ondly, although Carenini and Lloyd’s list contributed greatly
to the inspection tasks, two more should be added according
to our framework. Domain values should be incorporated
as details on-demand. In addition, the representation and
display of missing data should be added to expose uncer-
tainty. Finally, several other tasks should be included to
strengthen the sensitivity analysis phase. Manipulation of
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Figure 3: PVIT: Preferential choice Visualization Integrated Task model

the value function should be incorporated in order to for-
mulate cause and effect, as well as undo, save, and print
capabilities for comparison of results among different evalu-
ations (history/extract). We present this supplementary list
of tasks to complete our set in Figure 3, Level 3b.

At first glance, it appears that this consequential list is
sufficient for our analysis. On the contrary, it fares well for
traditional decision theory methods, but is incomplete due
to the necessary consideration of the changes in decision the-
ory over the 1990s. In behavioural decision theory, a large
number of studies have shown that human decision mak-
ing is inherently adaptive and constructive (Adaptive Deci-
sion Making - ADM) [13]. In prescriptive decision theory,
we have witnessed a move from an alternative-focused ap-
proach to a Value-Focused Thinking (VFT) approach [11].
One key property of ADM is that stating preferences is a
process rather than a one-time permanent listing. This view
is further supported by VFT’s emphasis on how the itera-
tive process of refinement and objective quantification can
reveal further hidden objectives. Furthermore, according to
VFT, focusing on values first stimulates the DM to search for
more desirable alternatives or possibly creatively devise new
alternatives that better achieve her objectives. We identi-
fied the need to add tasks that should be enabled to consider
the new conceptual shifts in decision theory (Figure 3, Level
3c): (i) addition or modification of objectives at any point,
and (ii) addition or modification of alternatives at any point.

The complete PVIT model is outlined in Figure 3 as sub-
tasks of the three main tasks of construction, inspection,

and sensitivity analysis. It depicts the integration of the
two frameworks, and further illustrates how they fit basic
tasks that deal with visualization of data (alternatives), the
preference model, and a combination of both.

3.2 Application of PVIT
The result of our task analysis is a set of 20 basic tasks that

is beneficial to the design and evaluation of visualization
interfaces to support preferential choice. The task set can
be used to guide the design of such decision support systems,
as well as act as a set of heuristics for the analytic evaluation
of prototypes. In addition, the PVIT list can also serve as
a basis of user tasks for empirical evaluations. We first use
the PVIT model to compare alternative designs for tools
intended to support preferential choice. Meanwhile we take
a closer look at the current design of ValueCharts to identify
aspects that may need some redesign.

4. ANALYTICAL EVALUATION
In order to gain a deeper understanding of how our system

fares when compared to competing tools, we performed an
analytical evaluation.

4.1 Survey of related tools
We first explored related work to determine which tools

we should consider in the detailed evaluation. We found that
some InfoVis proposals such as [19, 17] only allow the user
to explore the set of available alternatives according to their
attributes’ domain values and not according to a model of
the user’s preferences. In addition, some systems do con-



Figure 4: Results of the analytical evaluation by phase

sider the user’s preference model, but only provide minimal
inspection of it [5, 14]. There are also some proposals and
commercial tools inspired by decision theory that we find
only incorporate simple charts and traditional visual means
[12, 18].

After this preliminary screening, we decided to conduct
the analytical evaluation on three systems that support vi-
sualizations of alternative domain values when applied to
preference models. AHP Treemaps (TM) [3] is an inter-
face that uses a treemap visualization to inspect preference
models based on the Analytic Hierarchy process, a different,
but comparable method with ours. CommonGIS (CGIS)
[2] is a tool for interactive exploration and analysis of geo-
referenced data which supports many different methods of
decision making including linear models. It introduces two
methods for visualizing preferences: utility signs and paral-
lel coordinates views. Finally, among the commercial tools
for decision analysis, we chose Visual Interactive Sensitiv-
ity Analysis (VISA) [4] which stresses visual analysis and
boasts a focus on sensitivity analysis techniques.

4.2 Comparison scoring
Our method of evaluation compares each interface task

by task 2, with further refinements of the basic tasks into
subtasks where appropriate. These subtasks may be defined
in [6], or resulted from further task decomposition as we
discovered different techniques offered by the systems (to
be explained later in the discussion). We first looked at
whether or not the task was supported, and if there was
an obvious difference in the extent of support we ranked
them appropriately, according to known concepts from In-
formation Visualization and Human-Computer Interaction.
The ranked scores were then applied to the SMARTER [9]
weighting technique and then normalized to a value between
0 and 1. The result of our analysis was then plugged into a
ValueCharts and is summarized by phase in Figure 43.

2Please refer to the numbering scheme in Figure 3.
3In addition to preferences, ValueCharts was also developed
for use in evaluations, as we demonstrate in this section. See
[6] for details.

4.3 Evaluation results

Construction
It is apparent from the summary that CGIS and VISA are
the only tools that provide a method of constructing the
preference model. Their total scores indicate that they are
missing support for some construction tasks, and a closer
look at the individual objective scores indicate a number of
reasons for this. First, CGIS supports only selection from
given information, whereas VISA only supports construction
of new models: for tasks 1 and 4, CGIS only supports a) fil-
tering alternatives and selecting objectives, and VISA only
supports b) alternative and objective creation. Secondly,
CGIS has limited support for specifying value function, since
it only supports positive and negative linear functions for
only continuous domain values. CGIS does, however, pro-
vide support for marking alternatives, while VISA does not.
Both tools support changes at any point (tasks 2 and 7),
and neither tool supports a definition of initial weighting.

Inspection
ValueCharts outscores the other interfaces in the inspection
phase, though the analysis indicates room for improvement.
VC only ranks third in task 9 (overview) because the ob-
jective names are often hidden when the objective is low-
weighted. The range of values (task 17) is an on-demand
feature as opposed to CommonGIS, which has a persistent
view of the minimum and maximum values. VC’s details-
on-demand domain value feature (task 8) provided only lim-
ited capability for comparison: only one alternative’s value
of only one objective is available.

CommonGIS, which uses two visual techniques that can
be used in coordination, ranks second overall in the inspec-
tion phase. One major shortcoming of CGIS is that it does
not consider a hierarchy of objectives (task 13) which di-
rectly affects other inspection tasks (10 and 11 considers
both a) primitive and b) abstract objectives). Treemaps
also scored fairly well in this category, but some compari-
son techniques are difficult in this view (see [6] for a detailed
comparison to VC). Support for tasks to concretize relation-
ships (16 and 17, w.r.t. AHP) is lacking, as it seems in [3]



that it was developed for users with extensive knowledge
in AHP. VISA ranks last in our evaluation mainly because
only simple techniques of visualization on a per-objective
basis are available, resulting in cumbersome inspection and
comparison. Notice that no interface supports the represen-
tation of missing data (task 14).

Sensitivity analysis
When looking at the sensitivity analysis results, VC’s low
ranking strongly suggests that there are clear opportunities
for improvement in our redesign. An important considera-
tion would be the incorporation of value function sensitivity
analysis, since no tool provides support for task 20. The sub-
tasks of task 19 from [6] are broken down even further from
our analysis. For task a) (how changes affect other weights)
other tools except VC provide support for changing all other
weights proportionally (i), and only VC and TM support
effective tradeoff between two objectives (ii). For task b)
(how alternative values are affected), all tools provide at
least some support for dynamic display of total scores with
respective changes from a) (i), but only CGIS and VISA
provide additional computational means (ii): CGIS has a
procedure of automatic variation of the weights, and VISA
provides the ability to create and analyze sensitivity graphs.
Finally, for task 18, VISA and CGIS provide the most sup-
port. Both systems provide a save function (a) as well as a
snapshot function that saves an image of the current view.
Printing the display is available for both CGIS and VISA
(b), and VISA offers an extensive undo function.

With the assessment of the three competing tools, not
only did we point out their shortcomings, but we recog-
nized the particular strengths of their methods as well. In
contrast to approaches such as [6, 15], we evaluated each
interface with constructive intent rather than just critically.
With the redesign of ValueCharts, our objective is to address
the tasks that are not currently enabled, as well as enhance
components that have room for improvement and may be
implemented better by the other tools. Several key findings
from this evaluation are now considered in the redesign.

5. REDESIGN RATIONALE
We now take the information gathered from our task analy-

sis and analytical evaluation to redesign VC into a new in-
terface: ValueCharts Plus (VC+).

5.1 Rotation of display
One key result of our task analysis was that in the sen-

sitivity analysis phase the user should be also allowed to
effectively manipulate the value function (task 20). We will
explain the rationale behind the new design to support this
task and then describe its effects to rectify various details
noted in our analytical evaluation.

To keep our compact design consistent, we concluded that
since there is a value function for each primitive objective,
the most natural way to add the value function view to VC
is to have it correspond with the objectives by placing each
value function at the bottom of each corresponding objec-
tive column. However, such a solution presents a serious
problem. We would have a mismatch between how value is
displayed for alternatives (as horizontal bars) and how value
is represented in the value function views (i.e., vertically).
This would not only be visually misleading but the associ-

ated sensitivity analysis interaction would also be confusing.
The user would be changing the function points up and down
while the resulting chart view dynamically updates the view
left and right. So, instead of trying to incorporate the value
function to our design, we decided to adjust our design to
fit the value function.

We propose a new version, the rotation of ValueCharts
(Figure 5). This vertical design addresses the problem de-
scribed above by providing a consistent orientation between
value bars and function axis.

Figure 5: The new design: ValueCharts Plus

To examine the implications of this rotation on our ana-
lytical evaluation, we will first look at task 16. CGIS, VISA
and VC received the same score on this task but for different
reasons. Value functions in CGIS are permanently on the
display, but the view is limited to showing only the value
direction (positive/negative). VISA provides a more com-
plete graphical view (at least for continuous values), but it
requires several clicks to access it. VC provides a textual
specification of the value function but it can be accessed
with only one click. In contrast, we argue that the rotated
version of VC ranks higher because it provides a graphical
view, is persistent, and is available for all types of objectives.

The rotated version also addresses two of VC’s shortcom-
ings indicated in the analytical evaluation: (i) the range of
domain values for each objective (task 17) are always read-
ily visible, which makes the DM more aware of the actual
tradeoff; (ii) objective names are more readable (which af-
fects task 9), because the label width is now only affected
by the depth of the tree instead of the number of objectives.
Also notice that readability of alternatives is not compro-
mised by the rotation , since we can now take advantage of
text slanting (this was not an option for objectives because
of the hierarchical structure).



We do recognize potential problems with this design. With
increasing objectives and decreasing row height, sensitivity
analysis is hindered due to the small graph size. For this
reason, an on-demand feature is enabled, presenting a big-
ger graph on a separate view. In addition, we designed
the graphs so that if the objective weighting is too small,
the moveable points and x-axis details are removed, hence
the general shape of the function is retained (see Figure 5,
“size”). Also, the entire view is optional and can be removed
with a menu item selection. Another issue was the possible
waste of screen real-estate at the top-left corner (Figure 5).
We use it to our advantage to improve our capability of do-
main value-view (task 8), in which we now provide a listing
of the selected alternative’s domain values.

5.2 Construction interface
The goal of the development of the construction inter-

face is to provide an intuitive method of preference model-
building that relies as much as possible on the representa-
tions used in VC. From our analysis we gather that there are
four main tasks (steps) required to build an initial VC: defi-
nition of objectives, alternatives, value function, and initial
weighting (tasks 1, 4, 5 and 6). We considered a separate
wizard-like interface, so that users focus on only one step
at a time, but for the sake of flexibility we instead adopted
a tabbed-based interface where navigation through all the
steps is available in any order.

Figure 6: Construction: objective modelling

According to VFT, the objectives of the decision problem
should be considered first. We present the construction in-
terface with the objective view at the first tab (Figure 6).
The hierarchy of objectives is built by either adding (right-
clicking on the objective brings up a window to add a new
objective) or selecting objectives from the list on the right-
hand side (by drag-and-drop). The DM can also remove or
rearrange objectives on the tree in the same manner. This
display closely resembles the exploded-divided bar chart, so
the DM seemingly builds the VC view directly.

Upon creating the objective hierarchy, the DM inputs the
alternative information. The data at this point should be
entered since our value function and weighting is driven by
the alternative domain values. For consistency with the VC
representation, the alternative view displays a table with
objectives listed along the left-hand side, the columns rep-
resent the alternatives, and the data can be entered directly
into the corresponding cells.

Next, the DM must set each value function according to
her initial preferences. Each objective, when selected from a
list, will present a graph according to the alternative values:
for objectives of discrete domain, each possible value will be
presented along the bottom, and for objectives of continuous
domain, the x-axis ranges from the lowest possible value to
the highest possible value according to the alternative set.
The DM can set each objective’s value function initially by
setting a best and worst value (of 1 and 0 utility, respec-
tively), and setting all others as she sees fit. For objectives
of continuous domains, the DM can select default functions
(i.e. positive, negative linear, etc), as well as specify the
step values for step-wise sensitivity analysis.

Finally, the interface incorporates the SMARTER [9] tech-
nique of weighting using rank importance orders. In the ini-
tial weighting view, the DM is presented a list of the objec-
tives and their corresponding best and worst domain values
according to the specified utility. The DM must go through
a wizard that asks her to rank the attributes in the order of
importance for the attribute changes from their worst level
to the best level. Upon completion of the weighting, clicking
the OK button presents the constructed ValueChart. Once
the VC view is presented, the DM can select an initial pre-
ferred alternative to be marked, which satisfies task 3.

Our construction interface allows the DM to import a
datafile, as well as construct the decision model from scratch.
Our analysis of CommonGIS and VISA are key contributors
to this combined design. In addition, it is not only used for
the initial construction of the decision model, but also used
to satisfy the tasks 2 and 7. At any point, the subject can
pull up the construction view in order to modify, add or
delete objectives and alternatives.

5.3 Additional sensitivity analysis techniques
As we researched the proper weighting methods, it became

evident that the original design of ValueCharts was very
limited. Users could only perform a tradeoff between two
objectives within a family. We now allow users to tradeoff
between any objective, by rearranging them by position then
performing the slide weighting manipulation.

To support task 19a-i, we introduced a pump tool, similar
to that of the Treemaps system [3]. When the pump option
is turned on, the user clicks on an objective to change it
by a certain increment, and all other objectives will change
accordingly.

Finally, we added several other comparison capabilities to
satisfy task 18. In addition to undo, print, and save capabil-
ities, we incorporated two other functions. Like CGIS and
VISA, we added a snapshot function that takes a screenshot
of the current ValueChart area. We also incorporated the
ability to open a second window of the current preference
model for comparison with sensitivity analysis results.

Figure 7 presents a summary of a new PVIT-based eval-
uation in which VC+ is compared with VC and all other
alternatives4. Notice the great improvement of VC+ from
VC, as well as scoring 30% or better than the other tools. To
visualize the results that include the new VC+ design, we
present an improved display of the analysis on ValueCharts
Plus.

4For this summary, we first weighted all 20 tasks evenly,
then assigned each phase of equal weighting.



Figure 7: VC+ and the final evaluation summary

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We identified the need for a comprehensive task frame-

work that integrates principles from both Information Visu-
alization and Decision Theory. We conducted a task analysis
based on literature from these fields, and developed the Pref-
erential choice Visualization Integrated Task model. The
PVIT model assisted us substantially in the redesign of Val-
ueCharts by enabling us to look closely at the previous de-
sign in comparison with other techniques.

Although our redesign incorporated most tasks of PVIT,
the summary in Figure 7 also conveys that our system still
lacks support for a number of tasks. Future work will ad-
dress these shortcomings. In particular, we would like to
investigate how to represent uncertainty by displaying miss-
ing data, consider methods to incorporate a computational
display of sensitivity analysis, and also study ways to inte-
grate known data exploration techniques into the construc-
tion phase.

In the meanwhile, we plan to perform an empirical evalu-
ation of ValueCharts Plus based on the PVIT model. Since
the analytical evaluation indicates that the other tools fare
considerably worse than VC+ in supporting the tasks of the
PVIT model, we give low priority to a comparison study.
What we intend to do instead is focus on testing our inter-
face by having participants work with real data in a domain
of their interest. We propose to apply PVIT to our eval-
uation design by mapping the lower level tasks to specific
domains.
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